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THE RELATIONS BETWEEN JUPITER AND THE ASTEROIDS

The story of the smaller bodies which form part of the solar system belongs altogether to the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The discovery of Ceres on the first of January, 1801, followed by those of Pallas, Juno and Vesta, in the next six years, gave promise of a new field for the astronomer. Nearly forty years, however, elapsed before any more were found. The improvements in star maps about the middle of the century enabled observers to detect new objects more easily, so that from 1845 to 1860 over sixty were captured. Since that time scarcely a month but brings one or more to the list, and now nearly 700 are known. But this by no means completes the tale. New asteroids are constantly being recorded and receive a temporary designation and are perhaps observed two or three times. In fact the number of new discoveries has become too great for the few astronomers interested to obtain orbits of sufficient accuracy for future observation. It has become a question whether the search should be continued, and if so what plan should be adopted for the computation of the orbits.

To the student of celestial mechanics these small bodies furnish many interesting problems. The older planets and our own moon have had such thorough attention accorded to the study of their motions, that the outstanding difficulties are almost solely in the last refinements and
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